VANCOUVER, BC (July 11, 2018) - How much of a splash does your park need to be a guest favourite?
Do you have the right water ride mix to make an impact with guests? Are you providing the soak factor
that your guests are seeking?
What is your park’s Splash Factor?
Now you can find out for yourself with the help of WhiteWater’s latest online tool, designed keeping the
industry benchmark in mind – all it takes is two minutes to equip you to optimize your park’s Splash
Factor anonymously, if you choose.
What’s it about finding the right ride mix
Not enough splash and you miss out on the impact, but too much can make it overwhelming. Most parks
worry about finding the right balance between making a splash and creating the right ride mix for
optimum guest fulfillment. Splash Factor has been designed to help answer those concerns. By
equipping parks with insight into how well their park is optimizing their water ride potential; the tool is
designed to measure the water ride mix in comparison to other rides and correlate this to the park’s
attendance and an industry benchmark.
“Making a splash is one thing and creating an impact is another - and that’s what Splash Factor helps
you determine. By providing you a benchmarked rating (High, Medium or Low) based specifically on
your park size, you can easily find the category that your park falls into. The critical thing here is to
identify the gap between your park’s Splash Factor and the industry benchmark and then work towards
finding the right water-ride mix.” – Nathan A. Jones, President, Park Attractions Division, WhiteWater.
The release of the tool will be followed by a detailed report on Splash Factor across parks around the
world to provide deeper insight into cracking the code to high capacity guest entertainment across agegroups through water rides. Water rides are a perennial guest favourite for a reason.
Find out your park’s Splash Factor and sign up for the report now! https://goo.gl/vuR737
About WhiteWater
WhiteWater, The Water Parks and Attractions Company, is the leading global designer and
manufacturer of innovative water park products and active family attractions for world-class clients. We
specialize in water slides, multi-level water play structures, wave-generating equipment, FlowRider®
stationary surfing machines, harnessed attractions, interactive play, and water rides.
WhiteWater is dedicated to providing the ultimate WOW experiences to our clients and their guests by
delivering projects on time, on budget, and to the industry’s highest quality and safety standards. Our
industry-leading innovation is driven by a team of 600 extremely talented employees in eight offices
around the world working together to complete over 5,000 projects since 1980. Recently, WhiteWater
was awarded Canada’s Best Managed Companies designation for its excellence in management and
business practices.

